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RESPONSIBLE SYNTHETIC
CONTENT FOR THE METAVERSE AGE

Abstract
In recent times, only a handful of technological concepts could grab
the attention of our collective imagination, such as the metaverse.
The exponential rise in the number of internet-driven devices,
cryptocurrencies, and virtual content have made the metaverse ripe
for mainstream adoption. The promise of value to multiple industry
segments comes with a high data privacy risk, cyber risk, and unfair
practices in complex immersive environments.
Organizations would have to look outside traditional methods to build
responsible content for the metaverse. This Infosys viewpoint explores
the need and design principles for synthetic content for the metaverse.
We recommend a model for enterprises to create responsible privacyfirst synthetic content to protect end users’ personal data and balancing
high-quality experiences in the virtual world.

Why do we need Responsible Synthetic Content for Metaverse?
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Figure 1 - Personal Data Collected in the Metaverse
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Challenges of Building Responsible Data for Metaverse
Metaverse data or content can be divided across 5 key layers for any business use case. The rising number of connected devices and
experiences means that large quantities of data will be connected across these 5 layers.
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Figure 2 - Metaverse Data across 5 Key Data Layers
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However, there is a need for proper

Remote Field Support

controls to identify, manage and mitigate
privacy and ethical data concerns faced by
each layer. Some of the challenges are as
follows:
1. Human Experience – Personal data
protection is necessary as high precision
data of users, like personal preferences

Mr. Bryan Evans –
Field Technician

Bryan’s
Digital Twin

and GEO location, would be processed
by the applications. Robust Personal
Data Privacy controls, including consent
governance, need to be an integral part
of metaverse solutions.
2. Edge Devices – Always “ON” devices

Field Device Support

pose a major threat to field service

Figure 3 - Smart Field Service - Illustration

operators and will have compliance
problems.
3. Controllers – Cryptocurrency

Creating responsible data for training

images, and environments. Gartner

transactions, inventories stockpile
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predicts that by 2025, synthetic data

data, digital payments, and digital

would not be easy.

will reduce personal customer data

ledgers need clear protection focus on
cross-border data flow and should be
protected at rest and in transit.
4. Infrastructure – Data Privacy first

Each layer brings in a unique set
of challenges with respect to data
management. Though these challenges
exist in the current AI world, they get

ingestion, processing, and disposal of

amplified in the metaverse since it entails

large volumes of data can be a difficult

designing virtual, immersive, and inter-

task. Building breach management

operable environments that would create a

mechanisms is an additional challenge.

surreal experience for the end-users.

5. Intelligence Layer – Existing AI models
have biases in one form or another.
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The only reliable alternative is to synthesize
content using good quality training data,

collection, avoiding 70% of privacy
violation sanctions. Datagen is talking
about a new popular job called “Synthetic
Data Engineer” this year (2022) which
underlines the significance of generating
and processing synthetic data to build
robust AI models. Manual synthetic
content generation from the real world is
expensive and has privacy concerns that
may be averted using synthetic data.

What does Infosys Recommend?
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3. Context of synthetic data – Synthetic
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Figure 4 - Synthetic Data Framework - Data Utility, Privacy Risk Assessment, Ethics and Fairness Quotient
We can agree that the metaverse will be a new phase of commerce and socialization on the internet. As time and technology move on, the
results of the success of data privacy policies, software, and hardware will become apparent. Without robust synthetic data investments, we
would see multiple personal data breaches and eventual distrust in the potential benefits of this technology.
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